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Abstract—In this paper we propose an enhanced soft can-
cellation (SCAN) decoder for polar codes based on decoding
stages permutation. The proposed soft cancellation list (SCANL)
decoder runs L independent SCAN decoders, each one relying
on a different permuted factor graph. The estimated bits are
selected among the L candidates through a dedicated metric
provided by the decoders. Furthermore, we introduce an early-
termination scheme reducing decoding latency without affecting
error correction performance. We investigate the error-correction
performance of the proposed scheme under various combina-
tions of number of iterations used, permutation set and early-
termination condition. Simulation results show that the proposed
SCANL provides similar results when compared with belief
propagation list, while having a smaller complexity. Moreover, for
large list sizes, SCANL outperforms non-CRC aided successive
cancellation list decoding.

I. INTRODUCTION

Polar codes [1] are drawing increasing interest in both in-

dustrial and academic research, especially after their adoption

in the 5G wireless standard [2]. Polar codes are a class linear

block codes relying on channel polarization; they are shown

to be capacity-achieving on binary memoryless channels under

successive cancellation (SC) decoding for infinite block length.

List decoding (SCL) was proposed in [3] to achieve state-of-

the-art error-correction performance at finite length, at the cost

of higher complexity and latency. SC and SCL are inherently

hard-output decoders, but soft-output decoders have been

proposed as well. Belief Propagation (BP) has been adapted

to polar codes in [4], however requiring a large number

of iterations to achieve SC performance. Soft cancellation

(SCAN) [5] is an iterative decoder that allows to reduce the

number of iterations of BP by adopting the SC schedule.

Permutation decoding has been proposed in [6] to reduce

decoding latency with respect to list decoding by running

independent SC decoder over equivalent code representations

constructed by permuting the stages of the original factor

graph. BP decoding is applied in [7] to at most L representa-

tions of the polar code, knowing that a polar code of length N
has (log2 N)! equivalent representations. A cyclic redundancy

check (CRC) code is concatenated to the polar code to stop

the decoding. Permutation decoding using BP was shown to

outperform non CRC-aided SCL block error rate (BLER)

performance for a large number of permutations (32). Authors

in [8] run the equivalent BP decoders in parallel, proposing

the Belief Propagation List (BPL) decoder. A parallel SC-

based permutation decoding was introduced in [9] showing to

approach standard SCL performance with moderate list size,

however the discussion is limited to small code lengths.
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Fig. 1. Factor graph of N = 8 polar codes with soft messages

In this paper, we propose a new soft-input/soft-output algo-

rithm for polar codes named SCAN List (SCANL) relying

on permutation decoding and on parallel SCAN decoders.

A novel early termination scheme is presented, allowing for

latency reduction and energy saving. The proposed scheme

is easily parallelizable, and approaches non CRC-aided SCL

performance with 5 iterations and a list size of 32.

This work is organized as follows. In Section II, polar

codes are introduced and the SCAN decoder is detailed. In

Section III, we describe the proposed SCANL decoder, while

in Section IV we compare its performance to SC, SCL and

known soft-output decoders of polar codes. Finally, Section V

concludes the paper.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Polar Codes

A polar code of length N = 2n and dimension K is a

block code relying on the polarization effect of kernel matrix

G2 ,

[

1 0
1 1

]

, with transformation matrix GN = G⊗n
2 .

Polarization creates N virtual bit-channels, each one having

a different reliability. In an (N,K) polar code, the message

bits are stored in the K most reliable bit-channels, that

compose the information set I. The N − K remaining bit-

channels constitute the frozen set F and are set to a fixed

value. The computation of bit-channel reliabilities can be

performed through Monte Carlo simulation, by tracking the

Bhattacharyya parameter or by density evolution under a

Gaussian approximation [10]. In practice, an auxiliary input

http://arxiv.org/abs/2001.11283v1
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Fig. 2. (256,128) BLER with SCAN, SC and BP, for various values of T .

vector u = {u0, u1, . . . , uN−1} is generated by assigning

ui = 0 if i ∈ F , and storing information in the remaining

entries. The codeword x is then computed as x = u ·GN .

Successive Cancellation (SC) decoding has been proposed

in [1] as the first decoding algorithm for polar codes. The de-

coding process can be described as a binary tree search, where

priority is given to the left branch. Soft information propagates

from the root to the leaves, where bits are estimated, while

hard decisions climb the tree towards the root to improve the

estimation of the following bits. The SCL decoding algorithm

proposed in [3] considers L candidate codewords, improving

the error-correction performance of SC at the cost of higher

complexity. Moreover, a CRC code can be concatenated to

polar codes to further improve the performance of SCL [11].

BP decoding is a popular message passing decoder con-

ceived for codes defined on graphs. This soft-input/soft-output

decoder has been adapted to polar codes in [4]. The factor

graph of a polar code can be seen as a graphical representation

of it transformation matrix: an example of factor graph is

depicted in Figure 1. BP can outperform SC decoding for finite

length polar codes after a large number of iterations over the

factor graph, implying a high number of operations and thus,

energy consumption.

B. SCAN decoding

The SCAN decoding algorithm has been proposed in [5]

and is an iterative message passing decoder based on the SC

schedule. Decoding is performed on the polar factor graph,

that can represent both encoding (left to right) and decoding

(right to left) (Figure 1). It is composed of n+1 stages, each

stage having N levels. In SCAN decoding, soft information is

propagated in both directions: the left-propagating and right-

propagating messages at level 0 ≤ i < N and stage 0 ≤

s < n + 1 are denoted λ
(i)
s and β

(i)
s respectively. The right

hand side left-propagating message λ
(i)
n is initialized according

to the received vector y. Moreover, the decoder has a priori

information coming from the frozen set F . If the exchanged

λa, βa

λb, βb

λc, βc

λd, βd

Fig. 3. Factor graph with soft messages λ and β for N = 2 polar code.

0 0112 2

Fig. 4. Cyclic shift permutations of the factor graph for N = 8 polar code.

messages are log-likelihood ratios (LLRs), the message β
(i)
0

on the left side, relative to the estimated vector û, is set to

β
(i)
0 =

{

∞, if i ∈ F ,

0, otherwise.
(1)

Other messages are initialized to 0 since no further a priori

information is given. It is worth noticing that both sets of

messages β0 and λn are not updated through the decoding

and keep their initial values. Update rules can be described on

the basis of the basic polar kernel depicted in Figure 3 as

λa = f̃ (λc, λd + βb)

λb = λd + f̃ (λc, βa)

βc = f̃ (βa, λd + βb)

βd = βb + f̃ (βa, λc)

where f̃ : R2 → R is the hardware-friendly implementation

of the boxplus operator

a⊞ b , log

(

1 + ea+b

ea + eb

)

(2)

f̃(a, b) = min (|a| , |b|) sign(a)sign(b) ≃ a⊞ b (3)

and decoding follows the SC schedule. An iteration of SCAN

starts with a left propagation and terminates when β
(N−1)
n has

been updated. After reaching a predefined number of iterations

T , SCAN decoding stops, taking hard decisions on the left-

hand side LLRs as

ûi =

{

0, if λ
(i)
0 + β

(i)
0 > 0,

1, otherwise.
(4)

For applications such as product polar codes [12], soft output

is required and corresponds to the set βn.

SCAN converges faster than the BP decoder due to its

reliance on the native SC schedule. Figure 2 shows the BLER

performance for a (256,128) polar code under SCAN decoding



Algorithm 1: SCANL decoder

input : N channel LLRs y, number of iterations T ,

permutations set Π, frozen set F
output: Est. input vector û, est. code bits LLRs s

1 Function SCANL(y, T , Π, F):

2 PM←∞;

3 for l = 0 . . . L− 1 do

4 PMl, ûl, sl,← PermSCAN (y, T, πl,F);
5 if PMl < PM then

6 PM← PMl;

7 s← π−1
l (sl);

8 û← π−1
l (ûl);

9 return vector û, s

with T iterations; SC and BP with T = 40 iterations provide

a reference. It can be seen that two iterations of SCAN are

sufficient to outperform both SC and BP decoding.

C. Permuted factor graph

A polar code of length N has n! equivalent factor graph

representations [13] obtained by permuting the n stages of

the basic factor graph of the code as shown in Figure 4.

Each representation is defined by a permutation πi of length

n; among the n! permutations, n − 1 correspond to a cyclic

shift of the trivial permutation π0, representing the original

stages order. Authors in [6] showed that there is a one-to-

one mapping between the factor graph permutation and the

permutation on codeword positions. Function Π : Sn → S2n

mapping the factor graph permutation to the codebits permu-

tation, with Sn = {0, . . . , n− 1}, is expressed as

Π(πfc) = π(i) =

n−1
∑

s=0

V (πfc(s), i) · 2
s , (5)

V (πfc(s), i) =

{

1, if i mod
(

2πfc(s)+1
)

≥ 2πfc(s)

0, otherwise,
(6)

where V returns 1 if the node on level i and permuted stage

πfc(s) is a variable node, and 0 otherwise. This correlation

allows to use the same decoder structure for all the decoding

attempts by simply permuting the entries of the incoming

LLRs vector y, thus being more implementation-friendly than

graph permutation.

The equivalent code representations were exploited in [8],

that proposes the BP list (BPL) decoder using cyclic shifted

factor graphs and L parallel BP decoders. BPL outperforms

classical BP with the same latency, however without reaching

the performance of SCL decoders. But a careful selection of

the permutation set may improve decoding performance [6].

SC-based factor graph permutation decoding was proposed

as well to reduce decoding complexity of SCL decoding by

eliminating sorting operations [9]. This allows to obtain error

correction performance comparable to SCL with list size 16

while keeping a decoding latency comparable to SC.

The choice of the permutation set is crucial to improve the

performance of the original decoder. Cyclic shifts were ini-

tially selected in [13] due to their simplicity and proved to per-

form better than random permutations. Authors in [6] propose

to recursively populate the set via Monte-Carlo simulation by

selecting the L permutations with the highest probability of

successful decoding: such a construction requiring long pre-

computations, the authors fixed a certain number of stages to

limit the search space. A permutation set based on Hamming

distance (HD) is proposed in [9], where the elements of

the set are selected to maximize Hamming distances among

permutations, defined as

HD (πa, πb) = n+ 1−

n
∑

s=0

δπa(s),πb(s) , (7)

where δ is the Kronecker delta function. Error probability is

known for each bit thanks to density evolution, allowing to

compute the block error probability for each permutation, since

the only change is that the information bits are interleaved.

The selected permutation set is thus composed of the L
permutations with the lowest block error probability that also

verify the distance constraint. This approach results mainly

in permutations of the left-hand side graph stages, while the

right-hand side remains stable.

III. SCAN LIST DECODER

The proposed SCANL decoder relies on L factor graph

representations of a polar code, each one defined by a different

permutation belonging to the set Π = {π0, π1, . . . , πL−1}.
Each of the L representations is decoded independently using a

SCAN decoder: the same factor graph is used for all decoders,

while the received LLR vector y is permuted accordingly to πi.

Along with the input vector estimation, each decoder returns

a path metric; the codeword with the lowest metric is selected

as the output of SCANL decoding, and the corresponding

vector û is deinterleaved with the inverse permutation π−1
l .

The overall SCANL process is detailed in Algorithm 1, while

Algorithm 2 describes the permuted SCAN decoder.

The update rule of the path metric is given by

PM = PM − λ
(i)
0 if π(i) ∈ F . (8)

In contrast with SCL decoding, the path metric is updated

only when a frozen bit is encountered (Algorithm 2, line 14);

moreover, the metric can also decrease if the sign of the left-

propagating message λ
(i)
0 agrees with the existence of a frozen

bits, whereas a penalty is applied otherwise. SCANL provides

less diversity than SCL; it is in fact common that different

SCAN decoders provide the same estimated codeword. As a

consequence, the concatenation of a CRC does not improve

heavily the error correction performance of the code as for

CRC-aided SCL, since SCL returns L different codewords.

The L permuted SCAN decoders can be run in parallel,

since the algorithm does not imply message exchange among

processes nor sorting operations between the paths. In this

case, the latency of SCANL decoder is equal to the latency

of a single SCAN decoder with T iterations. The number of

operations needed is O(TLN logN) corresponding to T SCL.

With the same latency, BPL requires N
logN

more operations.



Algorithm 2: Permuted SCAN decoder

input : N channel LLRs y, number of iterations T ,

permutation π, frozen set F
output: Metric PM, Estimated input vector û, Estimated

codebits LLR s

1 Function PermSCAN(y, T , π, F):

2 PM = 0;

3 λn ← π(y);
4 for i = 0 . . .N − 1 do

5 if πl(i) ∈ F then

6 β
(i)
0 ←∞;

7 else

8 β
(i)
0 ← 0;

9 for t = 0 . . . T − 1 do

10 for i = 0 . . .N − 1 do

11 Right-to-left propagation until λ
(i)
0 ;

12 if πl(i) ∈ F then

13 ûi ← 0;

14 PMl ← PMl − λ
(i)
0 ;

15 PMl ← PMl −min(λ
(i)
0 , 0);

16 else

17 ûi ← LLRsToBinary(λ
(i)
0 + β

(i)
0 );

18 Left-to-right propagation with β
(i)
0 ;

19 x̂π−1 ← π−1 (LLRsToBinary (βn));

20 ûπ−1 ← π−1(û);

21 if x̂π−1 == ûπ−1 ·GN then

22 break;

23 return PM, û, βn
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A. Early-termination

We propose a low-complexity early-termination criterion

based on the comparison of the hard decision on both left- and

right-propagating LLRs. This allows to reduce the computa-

tional complexity and energy consumption of the decoder by
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Fig. 6. (256, 128) BLER with SCANL and early-termination, T = 10 and
L = 8.

terminating the permuted SCAN decoders after fewer than T
iterations. If SCAN decoders are run serially, early termination

reduces the average latency of SCANL with a negligible

error correction performance deterioration. In case of parallel

implementation, the decoding latency is reduced only when

each decoders early-terminates, which is likely to be true for

high Eb/N0 and optimized set (Figure 6).

When early termination is activated, the path metric at

frozen bits is calculated similarly to SCL, namely without any

bonus in case of positive LLRs. This avoids giving consecutive

bonuses to paths that have not been early-terminated; these

would be more likely to have a low PM with respect to

terminated paths, that are instead more likely to be correct.

Early-termination is denoted with the orange lines in Algo-

rithm 2, with Line 15 substituting Line 14. Deinterleaving

and encoding the estimated input vector after each iterations

have a negligible impact on the complexity compared to the

decoding on the factor graph.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulation results have been performed over BI-AWGN

channel, under BPSK modulation, while the frozen set is

designed according to the 5G universal reliability sequence [2].

For SCANL decoding, the set of permutations was designed

using the Hamming distance method of [9]. The cyclic shift

and random sets have been considered as well for reference.

Finally, the early-termination mechanism is enabled unless

stated otherwise.

Figure 5 shows the impact of the permutation set on the

BLER performance of SCANL decoding, where two Hamming

distance (HD) sets are showed with minimum distance 2 and

5. We see that the HD-based sets outperform both random

and cyclic shift sets. Moreover, increasing slightly the dis-

tance constraint in the permutation set allows to substantially

improve the decoding performance.

Figure 6 shows that early-termination does not deteriorate

SCANL performance for HD-based permutation sets, while

allowing to reduce decoding latency. However, the random and
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cyclic shift sets are affected by early termination, exhibiting

worse performance at high Eb/N0. The early termination

mechanism substantially reduces the average number of iter-

ations of SCAN; in high Eb/N0 area, the L SCAN decoders

early-terminate after 1 iteration instead of the 10 normally

required, effectively working with the latency of SC.

Figure 7 compares the BLER of SCANL with BPL [8].

A list size of L = 8 is used, whereas the L permutations

in the set are selected among the permutations of minimum

HD=5 providing the best results for SCANL and BPL. Both

decoders use the same early termination criteria. Moreover,

results are compared at the same latency, allowing BPL to run

for TSCANN
log2(N) more iterations (≈ 102 · TSCAN for N = 1024),

regardless of the higher complexity. SCANL outperforms BPL

at low Eb/N0, while for high Eb/N0, BPL seems to provide

better results. BPL does not show significant improvement as

T increases, while SCANL matches BPL results at T = 5
while reducing significantly the number of operations. Both

decoders show a wide gap from CRC-aided SCL for L = 8.

For larger list sizes, CRC-aided SCANL can beat non-CRC

aided SCL, as shown in Figure 8. The SCANL bound is

obtained by always selecting the candidate for which û = u,

in case it is present. It can be seen that CRC-aided SCANL

performs close to the SCANL bound, but it is still deeply

suboptimal with respect to CRC-aided SCL. This is due to

the limited candidate diversity of SCANL when compared to

SCL, where a higher number of candidates are considered,

thanks to path splitting at the information bits. The use of a

CRC grants a 0.4dB gain for a list size L = 32.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we proposed SCANL, a novel iterative soft-

output decoder for polar codes, based on list and permutation

decoding. This scheme can be run on the same factor graph by

simply permuting the received LLRs. Moreover, we propose

an early-termination scheme allowing to save complexity and

latency for a negligible decoding performance cost. Compared
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Fig. 8. (1024, 512) BLER with SCANL + CRC of length 9, L = 32, T = 5,
compared to SCANL, SC, SCL and SCANL bound.

to SCAN, SCANL exhibits a gain of up to 0.42dB for the same

number of inner iterations, when aided with a CRC. At the

same decoding latency, the BLER of SCANL is comparable

to that of BPL, with lower decoding complexity.
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